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Immunoinformatic of novel self‑amplifying mRNA 
vaccine lipid nanoparticle against SARS‑CoV‑2

Abstract

We developed innovative self‑amplifying mRNA (sa‑mRNA) vaccine based on the 
derivative of S and Nsp3 proteins, which are considered crucial adhering to human 
host  cells. We performed B‑cell, Major  histocompatibility  complex  (MHC)  I,  and  II 
epitope which were merged with the KK and GPGPG linker. We also incorporated 5ʹ 
cap sequence, Kozak sequence, replicase sequence, 3ʹ/5ʹ UTR, and poly A tail within the 
vaccine structure. The vaccine structure was subsequently docked and run the molecular 
dynamic simulation with TLR7 molecules. As the results of immune response simulation, 
the immune response was accelerated drastically up to >10‑fold for immunoglobulin, 
interferon‑γ, interleukin‑2, immunoglobulin M (IgM) + immunoglobulin G (IgG) isotype, 
IgM isotype, and IgG1 isotype in secondary and tertiary dose, whereas natural killer 
cells, macrophages, and dendritic cells showed relatively high concentrations after 
the first dose. As our finding, the IgM + IgG, IgG1 + IgG2, and IgM level (induced by 
sa‑mRNA vaccine) ensued three times with two‑fold increase in days 25, and 50, then 
decreased after days 70–150. However, 150–350 days demonstrated constantly in the 
range of 20,000–21,000.
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INTRODUCTION

Currently, the available commercialized vaccines for 
COVID-19 prevention were developed by AstraZeneca, 
Moderna, Pfizer, Sinopharm, and Sinovac Biotech. These 

vaccines are used globally with various formulas. The 
vaccine formulas commonly used for vaccine design 
include lipid nanoparticle (LNP) nucleoside modified 
mRNA-encoded protein spike (Moderna and Pfizer), 
inactivate virus (Sinopharm and Sinovac), and recombinant 
vaccine (AstraZeneca and Johnson and Johnson).[1]

In this study, we focused on developing and designing 
different models of vaccine candidates using self-amplifying 
mRNA (sa-mRNA). The sa-mRNA design bases are derived 
from Spike glycoprotein (S) and Nsp3 because they are 
predicted to be crucial adhering into human host cells 
and induced high immunogenicity.[2] This vaccine will be 
analyzed using bioinformatics tools, which aim to predict 
and select the best sa-mRNA vaccine construction using 
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online servers and several software to ensure vaccine 
immunogenicity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Genomic of SARS‑CoV‑2
The complete genome of Indonesian (37 province) SAR-CoV-2 
was retrieved from GISAID. Each province’s sequence 
submitted at least four complete genomes of SARS-CoV-2 
in 2021–2023. In total, 150 complete genomes of SAR-CoV-2 
were merged into one file using MergeFasta software. The 
reference genome of SARS-CoV-2 was named NC_045512.2.

Retrieving and visualization of genome mutations
The selected complete genome of Indonesia SARS-CoV-2 
with less mutations which found in S and Nsp3 proteins 
was used to construct sa-mRNA vaccine (ISL14946059). 
The visualization of the selected genome from GISIAD was 
performed using two servers; CoVsurver: Mutation Analysis 
of hCoV-19 server and the Nextclade V2.6.1 server.

Prediction of cytotoxic T lymphocyte epitope and MHC 
Class I binding
The selected sequence of S and Nsp3 proteins was submitted 
to MHC Class I IEDB server to predict the MHC Class I 
Binding. We used “recommended 2020.09 (NetMHCpan 
EL 4.1)” as the prediction tools in IEDB server. In addition, 
the MHC Class I Binding alleles were set into HLA allele 
reference sets following the recommended option of IEDB 
resources. The epitopes sequence were then evaluated 
using the VaxiJen ToxinPred, AllerTOP v. 2.0, and Major 
histocompatibility complex class I (MHC I) immunogenicity 
server.

Prediction of helper T lymphocyte epitope and MHC 
Class II binding
The selected sequence of S and Nsp3 proteins were assessed 
using the consensus method of the MHC Class II IEDB server 
to identify the best binding for both. The smallest number of 
percentile ranks (<1 considered standard percentile ranks) 
and peptides with SMM align IC50 were selected in further 
investigation using the Vaxijen, ToxinPred, AllerTOP v. 
2.0, interferon (IFN)-γ epitope, interleukin-4 (IL-4), and 
IL-10 server.

Prediction of B‑cell epitope
We picked BepiPred Linear Epitope Prediction 2.0 method 
to evaluate the B-cell epitope, and the result was compared 
using three recommended methods of B-cell epitope 
prediction (Emini Surface Accessibility Prediction, Karplus 
and Schulz Flexibility Prediction, and Parker Hydrophilicity 
prediction for the validation). In addition, we used 
Discotope, Elipro, and I-TASSER-MTD server to perform 
the three-dimensional (3D) structure of S and Nsp3 protein 
in PDB format. The selected epitope was subsequently 
evaluated using VaxiJen, ToxiPred, and AllerTOP servers.

Prediction of population coverage
The MHC I and II epitopes (S and Nsp3 protein) were then 
examined to estimate the world population coverage using 
the IEDB server. More distributed population coverage of 
MHC I and II is better for the success of mRNA vaccine.

Epitopes binding with T‑cell and B‑cell receptors
3D structures of selected epitopes of T-cell and B-cell were 
obtained in the PDB format using the APPTEST server. They 
were docked with the retrieved protein (PDB: 4U6Y and 
PDB: 1AQD), whereas B-cell epitopes were docked with 
PDB: 5IFH using the HADDOCK server.

Designing of 5ʹ cap sequence and self‑amplifying 
mRNA vaccine
5ʹ cap sequence structure was synthesized using the 
ACD/3D Viewer software. The epitopes (cytotoxic T 
lymphocyte [CTL], helper T lymphocyte [HTL], or B-cell) 
were inserted into the required linker. Furthermore, 
5ʹm7Gcap, 150 nt of 5ʹ UTR, Kozak sequence, replicase 
sequence, linker + each epitope (CTL, HTL, B-cell) +3ʹ 
UTR and 120–150 nt of poly A tail were integrated 
within the vaccine construction. The optimized codon of 
replicase (EAAAK peptide linker flanking of the CDS) was 
also incorporated within the vaccine structure.

Molecular docking of self‑amplifying mRNA vaccine 
with human TLR‑7
The sa-mRNA vaccine was docked with human TLR-7 (PDB 
ID: 7CYN) using the HADDOCK server and evaluated using 
PDBSum and ChemiraX for the interactions.

Molecular dynamic
The molecular dynamic (MD) of sa-mRNA vaccine was 
examined using AMBER14 yet Another Scientific Artificial 
Reality Application by applying modified scripts. Its 
protocol was followed by trajectory analysis using md_
analyse.mcr and md_play.mcr to investigate the results of 
Root mean square deviation (RMSD) and The root-mean-
square fluctuation (RMSF).

Simulation of immune response
The sa-mRNA vaccine sequence was simulated using the 
C-ImmSim server to perform an immune response through 
the sa-mRNA vaccine in the host cell for the assessment 
of immune simulation were referred to previous study.[3]

Molecular docking of lipid nanoparticles with 
self‑amplifying mRNA vaccine
The sa-mRNA vaccine candidate was optimized using the 
JCat server for codon sequence optimization. The optimal 
codon of sa-mRNA vaccine and LNP synthetic were 
docked using the HADDOCK server and visualized using 
ChemiraX.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We reconstructed the molecular phylogenetic tree with 
maximum-likelihood test and revealed three big clusters 
among the 150 sequences of SARS-CoV-2 [Figure 1a]. They 
were identified as the omicron variant and closely associated 
with the SARS-CoV-2 sequence from Bali (GISAID: 
ISL14946059), which was considered the source of virus 
transmission in Indonesian. In addition, ISL14946059 
performed the rarest mutation in S, Nsp3 or even the whole 
genome of SARS-CoV-2 compared to the 150 sequences. 
The mutations of amino acid residues in S protein from 
the ISL14946059 sequence are presented in Figure 1b and c. 
This sequence was utilized as a representative template of 
SARS-CoV-2 vaccine.

In this study, the sa-mRNA vaccine was constructed with 
potential of short linear epitopes to bind with MHC I/II 
and B-cell, through high affinity interactions to robust the 
native immune production and peptide co-immune booster 
based on the corresponding epitope sequences 
(S or Nsp3) [Figure 2a-j]. The epitopes were nonallergen, 
nontoxic, and high immunogenicity/antigenicity [Table 1]. 
In addition, they showed acceptable flexibility, hydrophilic 
properties, and accessibility [Figures 3 and 4]. It becomes 
the fundamental strategies for our sa-mRNA vaccine to 
activate the MHC I/II and B-cell modulation based on 
their corresponding interaction with the receptors to elicit 
adaptive immunity.

The selected epitopes were affixed using KK (T-cell 
epitopes) and GPGPG (B-cell epitopes) [Figure 5b]. The 
addition of linker aims to maintain the conformation of 

the sa-mRNA vaccine, avoid junctional epitope formation 
owing to the interaction between two epitopes with adjacent 
positions and ensure that there were not found irrelevant 
immune responses. In addition, the EAAAK linkers were 
also embedded as bridges after the fundamental sequence 
of mRNA regulating the self-amplify mRNA (Kozak 
sequence and coding replicase sequence) with the B-cell 
epitope for protein folding and assembly correction of 
sa-mRNA vaccine. Moreover, the presence of Kozak 
sequence (gcc-gcc-R[A/G] cc) and coding sequence of 
replicase at the prior epitopes encoding RNA of S and 
Nsp3 efficiently encoded complex enzymes of self-amplify 
throughout the nucleus which was known as replicase 
polyprotein enzyme or versatile enzyme. They regulate 
self-amplifying antigenic encoding RNA sequence and 
increase the production of mRNA expression level.[4-6] 
Similarly, 5ʹ cap sequence, α/β-globin (5ʹ and 3ʹ UTR), and 
poly A tail were added to serve translational recognition 
signal binding between ribosome unit with mRNA and 
trigger the immunogenic initiation of the host cell through 
IFN process [Figure 5a and b].[7,8] They also worked 
synergistically to increase the stability and efficiency of 
mRNA translation by approximately 1000 fold.[9]

Further, we validated the stability and efficiency of 
sa-mRNA vaccine by performing MD simulation. It 
was evident that the sa-mRNA vaccine binds with the 
TLR 7 in optimal energy (−275.10 kcal/mol) without any 
bias [Figure 5c and d]. It revealed six interaction types 
such as Van der Waals (PRO 83, TRY 128, HIS 282, GLY 424, 
VAL 425), unfavorable bump (ASP 89, HIS 90) conventional 
hydrogen bond (ASP 89, THR 127), carbon-hydrogen 
bond (ASP 84, HIS 80), Pi-Anion (ASP 89), and covalent 

Figure 1: Genomic profile of SARS‑CoV‑2. Phylogenetic of 150 SARS‑CoV‑2 (a), S protein mutation of representative vaccine 
template in three‑dimensional (3D) model (ISL14946059) (b), S protein mutation of representative vaccine template in 3D descriptives 
model (ISL14946059) (c)
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bond (TYR 128). In addition, we further explored these 
interactions based on the Ramachandran plot and amino 
acid interaction [Figure 6a and b]. Their stability related 
to the physical movement of atoms and molecules was 
indicated by an RMSD of ± 5.2 Å (22–40 ns), whereas 
the flexibility or efficiency was indicated by an RMSF 
of 10 Å (800–850 residues) [Figure 6c and d]. The target 
system for our vaccine must be based on TLR7 because 
it acts an immune response sensor to induce appropriate 

immunogenicity using sa-mRNA properties against the 
ssRNA virus, which is necessary to enhance immune 
response for early prevention.

Here, we design our vaccine, coated with LNPs, targeting 
muscle cells [Figure 7]. According to the sa-mRNA 
interaction with LNPs, it was revealed that the LNPs intact 
with sa-mRNA vaccine in ARG 28, ILE 223, THR 231, LYS 687, 
LYS 732, and LYS 742. It was considered the most beneficial 

Table 1: T‑lymphocyte (MHC I and II) and B‑cell epitopes to their corresponding alleles
Remark/
regions

Epitopes Antigenicity Allergenicity Toxicity MHC and B‑cell 
binding alleles

MHC I 
immunogenicity

IFNƴ/IL4/
IL10

MHC I
Nsp3 ASRELKVTF 1.2900 Nonallergen Nontoxin HLA‑A*02:01 0.1278

EIDPKLDNY 1.6159 −0.01991
S KVGGNYNYR 1.5212 −0.52715

VVFLHVTYV 1.5122 −0.20946
MHC II

Nsp3 VAIDYKHYTPSFKKG 1.3600 HLA‑DRB1*01:01 −/+/+
DIDITFLKKDAPYIV 1.4995 −/+/−

S MQMAYRFNGIGVTQN 1.3025 −/+/+
TNFTISVTTEILPVS 1.1691 −/+/+

B‑cell
Nsp3 SYKDWSYSGQ 1.6384 BcR
S NFAPFFAFKCYGVSPTKLNDL 1.4472

BcR: B‑cell receptor, HLA‑DRB: Human leukocyte antigen ‑ heterodimer consisting of beta, MHC: Major histocompatibility complex

Figure 2: Binding epitopes of MHC I, II, and B‑cell. ASRELKVTF versus HLA‑A*02:01 (a), EIDPKLDNY versus HLA‑A*02:01 (b), 
KVGGNYNYR versus HLA‑A*02:01 (c), VVFLHVTYV versus HLA‑A*02:01 (d), VAIDYKHYTPSFKKG versus HLA‑DRB1 * 01:01 (e), 
DIDITFLKKDAPYIV versus HLA‑DRB1 * 01:01 (f), TNFTISVTTEILPVS versus HLA‑DRB1 * 01:01 (g), MQMAYRFNGIGVTQN versus 
HLA‑DRB1 * 01:01 (h), SYKDWSYSGQ versus BcR (i), NFAPFFAFKCYGVSPTKLNDL versus BcR (j). The receptors above were available 
in PDB database (HLA‑A 02 * 01/PDB: 4U6Y, HLA‑DRB1 * 01:01/PDB: 1AQD, and BcR/PDB: 5IFH
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Figure 3: Nsp3 of B‑cell prediction. BepiPred linear epitope 2.0 (a), Emini surface accessibility (b), Karplus and Schulz flexibility (c), Parker 
hydrophilicity (d)

dc

ba

Figure 4: Spike glycoprotein of B‑cell prediction. BepiPred linear epitope 2.0 (a), Emini surface accessibility (b), Karplus and Schulz 
flexibility (c), Parker hydrophilicity (d)

dc

ba
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Figure 6: Self‑amplifying mRNA (sa‑mRNA) vaccine residue and molecular dynamic simulation plot. Ramachandran plot (a), Amino acid 
interaction between sa‑mRNA vaccine‑TLR7 (PDB: 7CYN) by PDBSum (b), Root mean square deviation (RMSD’s) plot of sa‑mRNA 
vaccine (c), The root‑mean‑square fluctuation (RMSF’s) plot of sa‑mRNA vaccine (d). sa‑mRNA: Self‑amplifying mRNA

d

c

b

a

Figure 5: Design and the properties of self‑amplifying mRNA (sa‑mRNA) vaccine. Structure of 5’ cap sequence (a), sa‑mRNA vaccine 
construction against SARS‑CoV‑2 (b), Three‑dimensional structure of sa‑mRNA vaccine (c), Molecular docking of sa‑mRNA vaccine with 
TLR7 (PDB: 7CYN) by HDOCK (−275.90 kcal/mol) (d)
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due to the process that does not need to pass through the 
nucleus of the host cell. Finally, as shown in Figure 8a-n, 
upon examining the immune response simulation of our 
sa-mRNA vaccine with three interval doses (4 weeks 
between each interval dose), the immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) 
+ IgG2, immunoglobulin M (IgM), and IgM + IgG increased 
two-fold for secondary and tertiary responses [Figure 8a]. 
The level of IFN-γ, IL-10, and IL-2 was also higher following 
repeated exposure, indicating the induction of immune 
response from the sa-mRNA vaccine. The increase in the 
level of IFN-γ cytokines greatly affected the IgM + IgG, 
IgM and IgG1 isotypes switching, thereby encouraging the 
humoral immune response production.

To find out the dynamic immune response following 
secondary and tertiary doses, we investigated the pattern 
of immune response at prevaccine and postvaccine stages. 
The result showed that prevaccine could trigger the rising 
immune. Hence, we argued that the presented immune 
response of T-cell and B-cell in prevaccine phase (first 
dose) observed to have own lasting effect in early week to 
1-month and bestow proper proxy of magnitude for next 
injection vaccine doses in immune rising issues. Thus, the 
rate of secondary and tertiary immune response drastically 
accelerated up to > 10-fold [Figure 8a and e]. This might have 
occurred regularly following the administration of the vaccine 
injected. In terms of vaccination with the sa-mRNA vaccine, 
the quantity of antibodies or the immune responses could 
reduce over time in immunocompromised systems. However, 
the substantial amount of the humoral or cellular immunity 
would be in the range of < 20,000 ng/L [Figure 8a and b].

Comparing the immune production of sa-mRNA vaccine 
with other vaccines (peptides and non-sa-mRNA) using 
C-ImmSim server by previous studies,[10,11] we observed that 
their immunes count level of IgM + IgG, IgG1 + IgG2, and 
IgM ensued at a time (in day 13 for peptides vaccine, day 5 
for non-sa-mRNA vaccine), appeared to decreased in day 

25 (peptides vaccine) and day 15 (non-sa-mRNA vaccine). 
Whereas the level of IgM + IgG, IgG1 + IgG2, and IgM in 
our sa-mRNA vaccine ensued three times with two-fold 

Figure 7:  The encapsulated of  l ipid nanopart icle for 
self‑amplifying‑mRNA vaccine profile (−249.00 kcal/mol). 
Three‑dimensional structure (a), Two‑dimensional structure (b). 
sa‑mRNA: self‑amplifying‑mRNA

ba

Figure 8: Self‑amplifying‑mRNA vaccine immune response. 
Antigen and immunoglobulin profile (a), Cytokine concentration (b), 
B‑lymphocytes (c), B‑lymphocytes population per entity‑state (d), 
Plasma B‑lymphocytes count sub‑divided perisotype (e), CD4 
T‑helper lymphocytes count (f), CD4 T‑helper lymphocytes count 
sub‑divided per entity‑state (g), CD4 T‑regulatory lymphocytes 
count (h), CD8 T‑cytotoxic lymphocytes count (i), CD8 T‑cytotoxic 
lymphocytes count per entitystate (j), Natural killer cells (total 
count) (k), Dendritic cells (l), Macrophages (m), Epithelial cells (n)
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Figure 9: Population coverage of MHC Class I/II

increase in days 25 and 50. The IgM + IgG of sa-mRNA 
vaccine decreased after days 70–150. As our finding, the 
IgM + IgG production of sa-mRNA vaccine from days 
150–350 demonstrated constantly in range of 20,000–21,000 
comparing to other (<15,000). The different levels between 
the sa-mRNA with peptide and non-sa-mRNA vaccine was 
mediated by the presence of Kozak sequence and coding 
sequence of replicase, acting to replicate the carrying of 
incorporated encoding RNA sequence (S, Nsp3) for about 
104 fold per ± hour.[12]

In addition, we observed a moderate level of cytokine, such 
as IL-4 in every dose’s response. However, it showed similar 
results in dose 1 and 2. In contrast, NKs, macrophages, 
dendritic cells showed higher levels following secondary 
or tertiary doses. According to the population coverage, 
the sa-mRNA vaccine proposes high potential efficacy 
against SARS-CoV-2. Moreover, it could cover 97% of 
the population worldwide and 86.79% of population in 
Indonesia [Figure 9]. Good vaccine efficacy should in 
arrange of at least 70% to prevent an epidemic and of at 
least 80% to largely extinguish an epidemic without any 
other measures.[13]

CONCLUSION

sa-mRNA vaccine could produce specific immune 
responses based on the molecular properties activating 
response involved in the vaccine construction. This vaccine 
is safe, nonallergenic, and nontoxic. It can be vaccine 
candidate with high population coverage, particularly in 
Indonesia (86.79%).
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